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Abstract
We use the integral form of the radiation transfer equation in a one dimensional slab to determine

the time-dependent propagation of the radiation energy, flux and pressure in a collisionless homogeneous
medium. First order v/c relativistic terms are included and the solution is given in the fluid frame and
the laboratory frame.

I. Introduction.
Over the past years, several authors have developped a formalism to account for relativistic effects in

radiation transfer1"7. To date, work has progressed in the choice of the reference frame, the curvilinear
coordinate system, and the bases5, and a variety of transfer equations is now available, using either
Lagrangian, Eulerian, comoving or adaptive mesh representations. Each choice has its own advantages
and disadvantages, with considerations from both the radiation and the hydrodynamics. Most authors
seem to agree that the use of a comoving formulation is more convenient if coupling between radiation and
hydrodynamics is required. In this case, although the space-time coordinates are Eulerian, the radiation
quantities are measured in the fluid frame (that is: the intensity I0, the frequency i/o and the direction Jl0

of the photons). The main advantage of this formulation is that a large number of hydrodynamics codes
being written in a Lagrangian frame, the structure of the numerical schemes is preserved. The second
reason is that the emission and absorption coefficients are essentially isotropic in this frame. Aside from
a correct definition of the initial conditions when solving numerically a radiation transfer problem, a
rather difficult point is the choice of the boundary conditions. One should realize that there are in fact
two definitions for Lagrangian coordinates: classical and relativistic. In classical mechanics, there is no
difference between a Lagrangian and an Eulerian time, whereas any constant of the motion may be used
as a Lagrangian space coordinate. In special relativity, on the other hand, Eulerian and Lagrangian
space-time coordinates are coupled by Lorentz transformations. This in turn induces a mixing of the
boundary and initial conditions when transforming from one frame to the other.

This paper aims at developing a benchmark solution containing relativistic terms. There are several
reasons for doing this. The first reason is that a natural trend is to generalize the set of benchmark
solutions we already have for a static fluid8. The second reason is that in order to evaluate the relative
merits of the Eulerian, Lagrangian or comoving formulations, we must be able to correctly transform from
one frame to the other the same solution. The last reason is that we want to understand the influence of
the boundaries and the source term as viewed from different observers.

The 1-D, Cartesian comoving frame transfer equation5

is central to this paper. In this equation the intensity I0 the frequency i/o and the direction cosine /IQ
are all measured in the fluid frame, while the space and time coordinates are measured in the laboratory
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frame. No collisions occur in the rhs of this equation, and the opacity A'ov0 and source term KovaBoUa are
assumed to be explicitly known. Acceleration terms have also been neglected in the lhs of Eq. (1). The
main point however is that the boundary conditions (BC) and the initial conditions (IC) should be given
on surfaces described in terms of the Eulerian coordinates t and x. The simplest conditions associated
with such Eulerian coordinates are

It(t = 0,x,no,vo) = gt(x,ti0,vo) (IC), (2)

IjJ=(I1X = x,ltiO,Vo) = /O±(X,AIO ,^) (BC), (3)

where the + sign (resp. — sign) refers to those values of /I0 such that /i0 + v/c > 0 (resp. fi0 + v/c < 0),
and where we assume that the two boundaries are located at X1* — 0 and xt- = L. The physical situation
represented by Eq. (1) and the two conditions (2) and (3) is that of a fluid moving with a constant velocity
v through two gtids located respectively at zero and L (Fig. 1).

The fully Eulerian problem associated with this comoving problem, is easily obtained by performing
Lorentz transformations. Since the IC and BC [Eq. (2-3)] are essentially Eulerian, they can be used in the
Eulerian problem with very little modifications. The Lagrangian case however, in which all quantities,
including the space-time coordinates, are expressed in the fluid frame, is much more complex due to the
mixing between IC and BC and due to the fact that any Eulerian surface z = const, corresponds to a
Lagrangian surface xo(tQ), therefore to a moving boundary. In all that follows we assume that the IC,
ibe BC and the source term correspond to black bodies (each with its constant temperature) in the fluid
frame. It follows that they are isotropic in this frame, and non-isotropic in the laboratory frame. For
practical purposes we shall in computer codes decouple the comoving radiation transfer equation from
the hydrodynamics by assuming that the Eulerian velocity vi, is zero in the equations of hydrodynamics,
and t) = const. ^ V)1, in the radiation equation (1). In the rest of the paper we examine successively the
Eulerian, the comoving and the Lagrangian formulation.

II. Eulerian frame and Lorentz transformations.
Start with the fully Eulerian radiation transfer equation5

%+„%• = *.(*.-/.), (4)

which can formally be obtained from Eq. (1) by setting v to zero and suppressing all subscripts zero.
The corresponding solution, for any BC and IC is9

h(t, x, v,») = [\ J ] { ^ J [ l j )

+ H(I- ct) (g^-iiy, n,v) exp{-c J K11 [t',fi(ct' - y),fi, i/] rft']

+ c J^ B1^[Cp(C*'-7),/i,i/] exp{cj' IT1,[i",//(rt"-7),/i,H *"}<"')• (5)

In this formula, the quantity
y = ct- x/fi, (6)

is a characteristic of Eq. (4) and
l = (x- X1)Iu, (7)

is the distance to the boundary. The two Heaviside distributions H(ct - I) and H(I - ct) are used to
separate the BC and the IC.
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Under a Lorentz transformation, the space and time coordinates are transformed as (to first order
in v/c)

do = ct — x v/c, X0=: x — vt, (8)

whereas the frequency and direction become

, (9)

and
/i = (//o + «/c)/(l+/iOw/c). (10)

The relationship between the intensities and the phase space coordinates, as measured in the three systems
(i.e. Eulerian, comoving and Lagrangian), is

while the phase space volume elements behave as

2xdvd/i = 2Kdv0dii0/(l +/la v/c). (12)

Notice that the transformation law is different for the direction part of the volume element since

<fM = <W(l+/W<02- (13)

Finally, the absorption coefficient and the source term transform as2

, (14)

(15)

III. Intensity in the comoving frame.
From Eq. (1) and the transformation law for the direction cosine, we see that

is also a characteristic of the comoving frame transfer equation. We can then use the general theory of
integration of a partial diffetential equation of the first order (see Munier9) and obtain the intensity

.,(t,x, Wi. m) = H(ct - i) (/„„„ [ i ^jff i"O l "0I
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In this relation, the corresponding BC (/0+0 or / ^ 0 ) and IC (ff^ or ^ J are to be used according to
whether the value /i<j is greater than or less than — v/c. Using the transformation law for the opacity [Eq.
(U)] we see that the exponential attenuation is

r
Jzt

"I

J] (20)
Using then Eq. (11), we see by identification that

/„(<,/!, v) = (1 + (ia v/c)3 /„„„(<, Ji0, "o). (21)

In the same way, we also have

3 v o ) . (22)

Hence the transformation law for the BC and IC is compatible with the transformation law [Eq. (H)]
for the intensity.

Assuming then that the comoving opacity is a constant

•ffc-o = Ko = const, (23)

that the source function is a Planckian distribution

Bc0(T0) = Ihvlc-2 [exp(hv0/IcT0) - l] " ' , (24)

with temperature Tb, and that the BC and IC are also Planckian [i.e. a relation such as Eq. (24) holds
also for the BC /^„ (3^) , and the IC Solo(^M) L w e obtain, after integration over the comoving frequency
i/G- the grey intensity

1IrZ0C x,/I0) = H(d - I) J7£e"'MI-r '>/0'..-W10 + T0
4 [l - e-f•('-*•)/(/"•+«/<)] \

+ H(I- ci) {7*e-*°<=</0+<W.O + 2£[1 - e-Jf.rt/(i+,io»/<=)] j . (25)

IV. Moments in the comoving frame.
For notation convenience, we write

fo- /
JoO

+co

"o = «TTOV*, (26)

r+oo
= / So1-O duo = oToi/ir, (27)

Jo

= / BOua du0 = trTS/ir, (28)

SO

Jo

B1

The computation of the radiation energy, flux and pressure comes from a direct integration of Eq. (25)
over the directions. Although simple, it is lengthy because we have to accomodate the various Heaviside
distributions. For any arbitrary function <j>(no) we have that

/ H(ct- l)<Hro) d(io = H(ct-x) I
J-v/c Jx +

(29)
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)d(i0, (30)
,1 /•! /-A1+

/ H(I -CO<KMO)<*MO = H(X -ct) / <t>(to)duo + H(ct - z) / $(»<>) d(i0,
J-v/c J-v/c J-v/c

J ' H(Ct-IW(I0)CItX0 = H(Ct-[L-X)) J ^ Mi0)^o. (31)

f " ' H(I- CtW(I0)d/io = H(L-x-ct) f <H(io)d(i0 + H(ct -(L- x)) f d>(iia)dii0, ( 32 )
' - i J-i ' Jx-- - 1

wilh

ct —(x — xf)v/c

A direct use of the definition of the exponential integral gives then

Jx+ i_o

(*T^) (34)

where C* = n!/[fc!(n — fc)!] is the binomial coefficient. We also have

fX p54-*.(-i)/(»..+./e)^0 = f^(i_o / c )*+i(B /e)"-t Ek+2 \KfL~x)] ck
n

J-i t = 0 L 1 - u / c Jt = 0

and

rA i n ' W '

Cj. (36)

The physical interpretation of Eq. (29-32) is the following. In the phase space, the intensity I0

has different forms according to the value of the Heaviside distributions. Integration of the Heaviside
distributions over V0 and (L0 define in the ct,x space (Fig. 2) four different zones limited by ct = i and
ct = L — x. These straight lines may be viewed in turn as characteristics of the zeroth and first moments
of the transfer equation.

Limiting the calculation to a first order expansion in v/c we obtain the value of the radiation energy

E0(t, X)=^-B0 . (37)

(X - ct)(l + L[I + fK0))

+H(ct-x)^

+H(ct - L + x) (i=*-) (l - - ( t=t) {1 + f Ko

~ B0)H(Ct - x) ^E2(K0X) - ^E2(K0Ct) +
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+ 2 i ( / - _ B0)H(Ci - L + x) [£;2(K'o(L - *)) - U^r1 E3(K0Ct)

, x)= £*-*•« (S0
+ - B0) [#(* - ci) (k

_ate - f •«« (ff0- - B0) [//(£ ~ x - ct) (^ - fe/

(Z 0
+- B0)H(Ct-X) ^E3(K0X) -(S)

_ I=»})]

-2ir(/0- - B0)H(Ct - L + i ) [E3(^o(L - *)) - ( 1 ^

if.(t-*) - E2(K0(L - x)) - (^

Po(Uz)=^B0 (39)

(x - ct) (1 + £

Xo'< ( S 0 - - B 0 ) [

+H(ct - L

(Z0
+-So)H(Ct-X) [

- L + x) [/J4(K0(J: - *)) - ( ^ ) E4(K0Ct)

_ j|e-K.<L-») _ 2E3(K0(L - «)) - ( ^ ) 4 * - * ' " + 2 ( ^

At this stage, the reader may feel uneasy. It should have been possible to write the energy, flux and
pressure in such a way that the influence of the BC and IC is more apparent, in other words we could
have used if statements instead of Heaviside distributions to separate the various zones in the problem.
The reason why we kept all these Heaviside distributions is that we deal with the solution to a differential
equation, therefore the reader should be allowed to check by substitution that the solutions given here are
indeed solutions of the differential problem. The only way to differentiate an if statement is to represent
it by Heaviside distributions, so why not keep them? They are easy to differentiate, and the careful
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reader will see that all the Dirac distributions he obtains, vanish in the course of the calculation. The
conclusion to this paragraph is that there exists first order v/c correction terms to any of the moments,
in apparent contradiction with the usual belief that correction terms for the radiation energy and the
radiation pressure, as expressed in the laboratory or the fluid frame, are at most of order (v/c)2. These
correction terms are due to the motion of the boundary.

V. Moments in the' Eulerian frame.
A direct calculation of the moments in the Eulerian frame is difficult because of the form of the

opacity coefficient, which is constant only in the comoving frame. We ultimately have to go back to the
comoving frame to evaluate the radiation energy, flux and pressure, and use then Lorentz transformations
to obtain the corresponding values in the laboratory frame. Limiting ourselves to first order in v/c, the
Eulerian energy reads5

cE = cE0 + 2F0 v/c. (40)

Hence, by Eqs. (37-38), we have

E(t,x)= ^B0 (41)

+ ̂ -K0Ct (g+-B0) [ff(z-rt)+ #(<*-*)&]

+ 2ie-tfoc< (J0--B0) ^H(L-X-Ct) + H(Ct-L + X) (*=*•)]

+ 2T (Zo+ - B0)H(Ct - x) ^E2(K0X) - ^E2(AV*)]

+ T- (Zo" - B0)H(Ct -L + x) ^E7(K0(L - x)) - (^)E2(K0Ct)J

+ <$-e-K-*< (,+ - B0) \H(X - ct) + H(Ct - x)( £) 2] (4 + Koct)

_™e-K0c (g--Bo) ^H(L- x -ct) + H(ct- L + r ) ( ^ ) 2 ] (4 + Koct)

+ 2 ^ (Z0
+ - B0)H(Ct - x) ^e-X"' - K0X E2(K01) - (£.)2{2e-Koc< _ 1<oct E2(K0Ct)]]

-2^(Zo" - B0)H(Ct -(L- x)) ̂ 2e-K.{L-*) _ KQ{L _ x) E2(K0(L - x))

-C^yfe-X"1 - K0Ct £2(A-oC*)}]

The transformation law for the flux is

F = F0 + V(E0 + P0). (42)

F(t,x)= ^B0 ( 4 3 )

°" (J0
+ - Bo) ^H(X - ct) + H(ct - x)( f

- ™ - K o C ' (90-B0) IH(L - X -d) + H(ct-

+*" (J0
+-B0)H(Ct-X) ^E3(K0X) -(Z

- 2 * (Z0" - B0)H(Ct -L + x) \ E3(K0(L - x)) - ( ^
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^ 0 " (ffif ~ B0) \H(z — ct) + H(ct — x)(^) 3 (4 + Ao

K°c< (S0- - S o ) f H(L -x -ct) + H(ct -L + x) ( ̂ ) " | (4 •

(Z0
+ - B0)W(Ct - i )

0 -B0)H(Ct-(L-X

Finally, the Lorentz transformation for the pressure reads

cP = cP0 + 2F0 v/c. (44)

which gives

P(t,x)= £flo (45)

-B0) ^H(L-X-Ci) + H(ct- L

^ ( /+-B0)H(Ct-I) JE4(A-Oi)-(^)3E4(A-O

T-(Zo" - S0)H(Cf -L + x) IE4(K0(L - x)) - ( ^ )

Ere-*'" (Qi-Bo) [i/(x-cf)+ H(Cf-X)(^] (4+ AVO

^e-K'" (so" -So) \H(L -X -ct) + H(ct -L + x) ( ^ ) " ] (4 + A

T^ (I0
+-B0)H(Ct-X)

- i + i

Notice that the Lorentz transformations (40), (42) and (44) correspond to frequency integrated quantities.
The main difficulty encountered in evaluating Eqs. (41), (43) and (45) is that the lhs is obtained by
integrating over du, while the frequency integrated moments appearing on the rhs are evaluated by
integration over du0. Since there is no simple relationship between dv and du0, one must be very careful
and use everywhere the correct Jacobian when going from the laboratory to the fluid frame.

VI. Lagrangian formulation.
The Lagrangian transfer equation is obtained from Eq. (1) by setting v = 0. In this case, by Eq.

(S), the grid coordinates (f,x) reduce to the Lagrangian coordinates (fo,io)i and the radiation transfer
equation reads

( 4 6 )

We can now use the theory of characteristics9 to obtain one form of Eq. (46). The two characteristics
are in this case

7o = Cf0 - xo/fto — const., p0 = const., (47)
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Hence, eliminating the IQ variable in favor of 70, we obtain one form of the general solution

" To)] <H'oJ (48)

/ ° BOuo Kov.K'Md'o - To)] expj +c / ° A W C P>a(< ~ To)] dl'o' \dt'o
Jim ^ J'o >

where tO\ is a constant of integration, and must therefore depend at most on the other constants in this
problem, which are the characteristics 70 and /J0, and where *(7o,fio) is an arbitrary function of its
arguments. In the same way, eliminating the t0 variable in favor of 70, we obtain an equivalent form of
the general solution9

{ 1 fr° rl x'r. 1 1
/ Kou0\-(lo+—),x'0\dx'0\ (49)

Po J i 0 , L c Po ' )

PoJi0, "" " " l e " " fio'

Once again, ioi is a constant of integration (possibly dependent oil 70 and /Jo) and $(foiPo) is arbitrary.
We then merge Eq. (48) and (49) into

{ r 1
$(70.^0) e*P I

, /-Xo r J , r 0 "I
+ —-I B K ( )exD[— I K ( )dx"]dx' >

Po Ji0, °"° °"° " UoJr 0 °"° " °J 0J

•o,/io)exp[-c / ° A'OI,0(...X| (50)

/••0 r / •< ; 1
+ c / Boi/0 AW0(...) exp|+c / /foi/0(—)<"ô' d 'ô (

where the Heaviside distributions H(s) are used to separate the homogeneous part of the solution from the
static part of the solution (i.e. the IC from the BC) . In order for Eq. (50) to be a solution of the transfer
equation (46), the Heaviside distributions must behave as constants. This is the case if the argument
s of the Heaviside distribution (called the separation parameter), is a function of the characteristics 70
and /io- AU we have to do now is to determine s, foi and Î01 as functions of the characteristics 70 and
fir, and match the arbitrary functions 1P and <t onto the IC and BC. The general idea is that at the BC,
x-_ — ïai and therefore there is no exponential attenuation and no source term in the first bracket of Eq.
(50). Moreover the second bracket is made to disappear if the separation parameter s is positive at the
BC. In this case, the arbitrary function 4> is simply equal to the value of /Ol,0 at the boundary. At the
left boundary (i.e. for x = 0 and ji > 0 or /J0 > —v/c) we have by Eq. (8) that

tq! — t hence zj, = -Ut0, (51)

the corresponding value of the characteristic 70 being

Since the left boundary is defined by the Eulerian conditions x = xf — 0 and cl > 0, it follows that in
terms of Lagrangian coordinates, it reads

I 0 = X^1 = -Vt0 and Po7o/(Po + v/c) > 0. (53)

The right boundary is defined by x = xj = L and t > 0, hence

I0-, = t and x~, = L- Vt0. (54)
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11 follows that
70('01.1Ol) = [(Po + vle)d - L]IfI0. (55)

and that the Lagrangian definition of the right boundary becomes

XO1 = L- vt0, (/ioTo + L)K1I0 + vie) > 0. (56)

Combining then Eq. (53) and (56), we notice that the quantity

s = (/JoTo + Xi)KfI0 + v/c), (57)

may be used as a separation parameter [where xi is the Eulerian position of the boundary, i.e. I1
+ = 0 for

/i > 0 and zj" = L for fi < 0 (resp. /Jo > -ti/c and /JO < -v/c)]. We recover that, as t = 0, then to = 0
(to first order in v/c), and the value of s becomes negative as it should. Notice also that the value of
the separation parameter Eq. (57) is identical to the value obtained in a previous work when retardation
effects are taken into account10. If relativistic effects are included, we have to modify the definition of
the Lagrangian time, and use the full transformation (8). In this case, a Lorentz transformation of the
classical separation parameter9

, (58)

gives in Lagrangian coordinates

s = [/JoTo + xi(l + Ii0 w/e) /(/Jo + vie), (59)

and the discrepancy between Eqs. (57) and (59) comes from a difference in the definition of the Lagrangian
times. Our paper on moving boundaries was solely concerned with retardation effects and therefore used
a classical Lagrangian time10, while Eq. (59) uses a relativistic definition of the Lagrangian time. The
correction however is slight for low values of v/c. Larger values of v/c in any case require a more general
form of the separation parameter.

We now evaluate the limiting values ïoi and zo/. At t = 0 then I0 — 0 and consequently toi = 0 At
i = i/ then io = îoi = xi — vt0. We then need to express XOJ in terms of the characteristics. It is easy
to see that

7o(i = xi) = Ct0 - X0IlM0 = ct0 - ( i / - Vt0)IfI0, (60)

hence

cto = (/*o7o + xi)/(fi0 + v/'c), (61)

which is precisely the retarded time of paper III1 . Substituting then this value into £0( — ̂ i ~ ''ioi w e

obtain

(iio + v/c). (62)

Using then either Eq. (57) (no relativistic corrections) or Eq. (59) (first order corrections) for the
definition of 5, and the limit values tOi and iod we obtain after integrating Eq. (50) over <fi/0 and matching
the IC and BC

/0 = H(S) {/0 e-K-C*»-*™)/"» + B 0 [ I - e-K.(ro-iol)/Moj j (63)

+ H(-s) {soe-K-ct + B0[I- e-K°«}).

Since
rp - Z0/ ^ I0 I1-To v/c x-xi

/Jo /Jo fia + v/c /Jo + f / c '

it is then easy, by comparing Eqs. (63) and (25), to see that

Io(i,x,fio) = /o(<o,io,/Jo)- (65)
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VII. Conclusion.
We have been able to determine completely a particular solution of the radiation transfer equation.

This solution is intended mainly to serve as a benchmark when comparing the relative merits of the
Lagrangian, comoving or Eularian formulation in computer codes. The interest of having an exact solution
is that it puts forward the difficulty of treating correctly time-dependent terms such as retardation effects
due to the finite velocity of light and moving boundaries.
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